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INT. TINY ROOM- EVENING.

A bright pink flower fills the screen. We zoom out to see 
that the flower belongs to a vibrant, pink, bouquet of 
flowers. We zoom out more to see a pair of hands holding the 
bouquet. KENDALL (20S) stands up straight and stares at the 
flowers. A hesitant expression grows on her face. She appears 
to be worn down and exhausted. EUGENE (20S) holds the bouquet 
out in front of him with a giant grin.  

EUGENE
Happy anniversary, Kay...

KENDALL
(V.O.)

Nobody said love was easy. It comes 
with sacrifice.

Kendall glares at Eugene as she remains speechless. We zoom 
out to reveal that Kendall is being restrained by handcuffs 
around her wrists and ankles. She stands in the doorway of a 
wooden, claustrophobic room.  

CUT TO BLACK.
Toxic

KENDALL (CONT'D)
(V.O.)

Sometimes love is beautiful and 
inspiring. Other times, it's 
frightening and hideous.

FLASHBACK TO:

INT. BAR- NIGHT

Kendall stands at the bar twirling the straw around in her 
drink. She looks across the bar and locks eyes with EUGENE 
(30s). They smile at each other before Eugene begins to make 
his way over. Eugene squeezes his way right next to Kendall.

EUGENE
Are you Kendall?

KENDALL
Yeah, how'd you know that?

EUGENE
You must've dropped your wallet on 
the ground. I found this near the 
bathroom.

Eugene places a pink wallet on the bar table.
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KENDALL
Oh my gosh, thank you so much. 
How'd you know it was me?

EUGENE
It isn't hard to find someone with 
such distinct eyes. 

Kendall chuckles in a flattering manner. 

KENDALL
And you are?

EUGENE
Eugene.. Perhaps I'll see you 
around.

They smile at each other one last time before Eugene heads 
off. 

EXT. PARKING LOT- NIGHT.

A lone car sits by the edge of a large parking lot. The 
headlights blink and the car makes a beeping sound. Kendall 
rounds the corner with her keys in hand. Kendall opens the 
door and gets in the drivers side. 

INT. CAR- NIGHT

Kendall turns on the car and locks the door. She turns on the 
radio and recognizes the song. She quietly sings along. 
Suddenly, a pair of glasses appears in her rear view mirror. 
Kendall doesn't notice them. She continues to sing along to 
the song. She finally notices that someone is in her 
backseat. She gasps. Eugene sits up in the seat and leans 
forward. Kendall begins to shake.

KENDALL
Who are you?

EUGENE
Don't freak out, I'm not going to 
hurt you, please just stay calm. I 
slipped something in your drink 
about 30 minutes ago. You're gonna 
be out cold in a second. 

Kendall trembles in fear. 

KENDALL
You're the guy from the bar.. What 
do you want from me?
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EUGENE
Cooperation. 

Before Kendall can say anything else, her vision goes 
completely black.

INT. TINY ROOM- DAY.

Kendall bangs on the wooden door to the tiny room. She 
punches the wall as hard as she can. Kendall begins to cry 
and yell.

KENDALL
Help me!!!! Help me!!!!

The door opens for a second and a bucket slides in. The door 
is immediately shut again. Kendall bangs on the door a couple 
of more times before sitting back against the wall due to 
exhaustion. 

KENDALL (CONT'D)
Please, let me out!!! Let me out of 
here!!!

INT. BEDROOM- DAY.

Eugene sits on a chair on the other side of the tiny room. He 
leans forward and listens to Kendall yell. A tear begins to 
fall from his eyes. He listens to Kendall in discomfort. 
Eugene reaches his hand out and puts his palm on the door to 
the tiny room. 

EUGENE
(whispers)

I'm sorry Kay.

Eugene slowly slides his hand away from the door.

INT. EUGENE'S HOUSE, DINING ROOM- DAY.

Kendall is escorted by Eugene through the hallway and into 
the living room. Kendall is still being restrained by the 
handcuffs. Eugene walks Kendall around by holding a rope that 
is wrapped around her waist. They approach a back door and 
Eugene opens it. 

EXT. BACKYARD- DAY.

Eugene pulls Kendall outside on the yard. She squints her 
eyes at the bright sun.
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Kendall examines the huge backyard and stares out in the 
distance. She tries to take Eugene off guard and run. Eugene 
hangs on to the rope tightly not allowing Kendall to get far. 

EUGENE
You should go to the bathroom. I 
don't want my neighbor Mark to see 
you. He's super nosey.

KENDALL
Please, Eugene, I'm not a dog. This 
is humiliating. 

EUGENE
Would you rather use the bucket? 
Look I'm sorry, it's a beautiful 
day out here and I thought you 
would like the fresh air. 

Kendall looks up at the sun and takes a deep breath.

FLASHBACK TO:

INT. KENDALL'S HOUSE- DAY.

A younger Kendall screams at her boyfriend at the time TODD 
(20s), in a hazy and distorted image. They stand face to face 
as Todd screams back at her. Kendall's memory flashes and 
Todd transitions into another man. They yell and scream back 
and forth. Her memory flashes and yet another man is 
transitioned into the image. The screaming continues and the 
image transitions one last time back to Todd. Todd cranks his 
hand and backhands Kendall across the face.

Kendall and Todd sit on the couch. Todd cries in Kendall's 
arms while she stares blankly at the wall.

RETURN TO:

EXT. BACKYARD- DAY.

Kendall takes a deep breath as she looks at the sun.

KENDALL
It's okay. I understand.

Kendall begins to walk back inside with Eugene following her. 

MARK
Hey Eugene
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A voice comes from the neighbors yard. Eugene shoves Kendall 
behind a wall and holds her mouth. He pulls out a gun from 
his waist and points it at Kendall's stomach. Kendall's eyes 
become wide with fear. Eugene signals her to keep quiet. 
Eugene appears from behind the wall to see MARK (30s), in the 
yard next door.

EUGENE
Hey Mark. I'm sorry I can't talk 
right now.

MARK
You get a new dog?

Eugene acts confused before looking down and seeing the rope 
in his hand. He ignores the questions and disappears once 
more behind the wall. Kendall breathes heavily. Eugene 
motions her to go inside. 

RETURN TO:

INT. TINY ROOM- EVENING.

Eugene stands in the doorway holding flowers with a wide 
smile. 

EUGENE
Happy Anniversary, Kay. 

Kendall glances at the flowers and notices how beautiful they 
are.

KENDALL
You got me flowers?

EUGENE
They reminded me of you.

Kendall shares a warm smile only for a second. 

EUGENE (CONT'D)
Come with me to the dining room. I 
have a nice dinner waiting for us.

INT. EUGENE'S HOUSE, DINING ROOM- EVENING.

Kendall is escorted down to the dining room without a rope 
this time. They approach the table and Eugene pulls out a 
chair for her. Kendall sits. Eugene pulls out a key from his 
back pocket. He unlocks the handcuffs and frees Kendall from 
her restraints.
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As Eugene walks around the table to sit across from her, 
Kendall slips a knife into her pocket. She takes the glass in 
front of her and sips on the wine.

KENDALL
This is all for me?

EUGENE
Of course. I'm glad that we are at 
this level in our relationship, 
Kay.

KENDALL
I have my very own nickname? 

Kendall chuckles and she continues to drink her wine. Eugene 
and Kendall have a glorious dinner together. They eat a lot 
of food, drink a lot of wine, and share a lot of laughs.

KENDALL (CONT'D)
(V.O.)

Sure love has its ups and downs, 
but we should be willing to change 
for someone who would do anything 
for us. Love is life, love is war, 
love is.... Love is toxic.

Eugene stands up from the table and walks over to a stand by 
the corner of the room. On the stand, a record player sits 
with a record already waiting to be played. Eugene takes the 
spool and presses it to the record. Music starts playing. 
Eugene approaches Kendall and offers his hand out.

Kendall slips one hand in her pocket and grabs the knife. She 
keeps her hand there just in case. She grabs his hand and 
rises to her feet. Eugene pulls Kendall in close and starts 
slow dancing with her. They slow dance for a moment and 
Kendall lies her head on his shoulder. She then glares into 
Eugene's eyes.

EUGENE
You look beautiful. 

Kendall grows a warm, bright smile. Eugene does the same. 
Kendall lets go of the knife and removes her hand from her 
pocket.

The music changes to an up-tempo song. The two of them start 
dancing faster. Eugene spins Kendall around and they begin 
uncontrollably laughing. Eugene pulls Kendall in once again 
and they begin to hug.
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INT. TINY ROOM- NIGHT.

Kendall practices her dance moves in her room all alone. She 
does it with a huge smile. She is beginning to fall in love. 

EXT. EUGENE'S HOUSE, BACKYARD- NIGHT.

Eugene strolls through his backyard. He holds a lone, pink 
flower from the bouquet. he comes to a stop and glances down 
at a tiny monument. The monument reads "Rest In Peace: Kate." 
Eugene kneels over and places the flower next to the 
monument. 

EUGENE
I miss the real you, Kay.

INT. TINY ROOM- NIGHT.

Kendall dances and kicks her leg up high in the air. Her leg 
hits the wall next to her. The wall she kicks sounds hollow 
and she suddenly stops. She presses her hand up against the 
wall and notices that there is a door. She opens the door and 
sees a secret staircase that would help her escape. Kendall 
paces around the room for a moment contemplating her next 
move. She sits down on her blanket and stares at the secret 
door.

EXT. EUGENE'S HOUSE- NIGHT.

MARK walks up to the front door. He knocks and waits for a 
moment.

MARK
Anyone there, Eugene, it's Mark.

Mark glances up to see the bedroom light on. He knocks again 
and waits. He then reaches his hand out and grabs the door 
handle. He turns the knob and the door comes open. It's 
unlocked.

INT. EUGENE'S HOUSE, STAIRCASE- NIGHT.

Mark steps inside the house and stands by the staircase.

MARK
Hello? Anyone home?

Mark begins to walk up the steps leading to the second floor.
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EXT. EUGENE'S HOUSE, BACKYARD- NIGHT.

Eugene stands back up and starts walking back towards the 
house.

INT. EUGENE'S HOUSE, BEDROOM- NIGHT.

Mark walks into a bedroom. He surveys the area. Mark suddenly 
hears a noise behind him. He turns around and sees the door 
to the tiny room. He opens the door and Kendall sits on the 
blanket.

MARK
Oh fuck.

INT. TINY ROOM- NIGHT.

Kendall looks him with wide eyes. She curls up in a ball and 
scoots away from him. Mark reaches his hand out for her to 
grab. 

MARK
Come here, come with me now. 

Kendall shakes her head as tears begin to fall from her eyes.

MARK (CONT'D)
I can help you. Let's get you out 
of here.

Mark scoots in closer to Kendall and attempts to grab her. 
Kendall slides back even further and pushes his hand away.

KENDALL
Stay back. I don't know you.

Mark attempts to grab Kendall but she kicks him backwards. 

KENDALL (CONT'D)
(yells)

Get off me!!!

He shushes her but she doesn't listen. He becomes impatient.

MARK
Let's fucking go.

KENDALL
(yells)

Help me, help me!!
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Mark sits back and sighs. Kendall sits up even more and looks 
right past him. Her eyes grow wide and her face fills with 
fear. 

MARK
What is it?

Bang--

Suddenly, blood splatters all over Kendall's face. She 
screams in terror. Mark's body drops, and Eugene is revealed 
to be standing in the doorway holding a gun out. Eugene drops 
the gun and reaches his hand out towards Kendall. 

Kendall takes Eugene's hand and he lifts her to her feet. 
They embrace in a hug. The blood smears onto Eugene's 
clothes. 

EUGENE
It's gonna be okay. 

KENDALL
I didn't want to go.

EUGENE
It's going to be okay, Kate. You 
sleep with me while I clean up this 
mess.

Kendall stops crying and backs away from Eugene.

KENDALL
Who's Kate?

Eugene quickly becomes nervous. He's speechless.

INT. EUGENE'S HOUSE, EUGENE'S ROOM- NIGHT

Kendall stands in the middle of Eugene's room surveying the 
area. She approaches a desk with a group of picture frames 
standing up. She picks up a picture and examines it. The 
picture consists of Eugene with his arms around a girl with 
the same features as Kendall

KENDALL
(whispers)

She looks exactly like me...

Kendall hears a creaking noise that causes her to jump. She 
looks behind her and sees Eugene standing in the doorway.
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EUGENE
Be cautious when looking for 
secrets you might not want to find.

INT. TINY ROOM- NIGHT.

The next night Kendall sits on her blanket staring at the 
secret door she found. She hears footsteps. As they grow 
louder, Kendall bites her finger nails. She looks over at the 
escape route again. Suddenly, the door to the tiny room 
swings open and Eugene enters. His mouth drops. Kendall is 
gone.

EXT. EUGENE'S HOUSE, BACKYARD- MIDNIGHT.

Kendall sneaks out a door that leads to the backyard. She 
sprints through the yard as fast as she can. As she runs away 
from the house, she steps on the flower by the monument and 
tramples it.

INT. EUGENE'S HOUSE, DINING ROOM- NIGHT.

Eugene paces around the kitchen. He sits down at the table 
and grabs his glass of wine that sits right next to his gun. 
Eugene takes a big swig from the glass and sets it back down. 
Eugene's attention is grabbed when he hears a noise coming 
from the front of the house. He goes to investigate.

INT. EUGENE'S HOUSE, LIVING ROOM- NIGHT.

Eugene stands in the middle of the living room and surveys 
the house. Behind him, a shadow emerges from the dark 
hallway. The shadow watches Eugene. The shadow then 
disappears. As Eugene walks back to the dining room, he 
glances at the table and suddenly stops in his tracks. Eugene 
notices that the gun is no longer there. Suddenly, Eugene 
hears the click of the gun behind him. He turns around to see 
Kendall pointing it at him. 

KENDALL
Tell me who Kate is.

EUGENE
You really want to know?

KENDALL
If we're gonna last we need to be 
honest with each other. 
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EUGENE
She was my wife. She's dead. And 
she was the love of my life.

KENDALL
Kate.

(chuckles)
Let me guess, you called her Kay?

EUGENE
I did. 

KENDALL
You're trying to keep her alive 
through me, aren't you? You used 
me. 

EUGENE
Of course I used you. You were 
locked in a room. You were 
handcuffed. You're just a puppet. I 
just needed you to cooperate.

KENDALL
I'll cooperate. But as me, not as 
Kate. For the first time in my 
life, I felt comfort. There were 
moments where you made me feel like 
I was the only girl in the world. I 
can't just let go of that feeling. 

EUGENE
Why would you want this? I only 
love you when I'm pretending you're 
someone else.

KENDALL
You will learn to love me, just as 
I learned to love you. 

EUGENE
You're not gonna shoot me. 

KENDALL
Oh, you're right, but I won't have 
to. You've had a lot of wine 
tonight, and I've been hiding in 
here for about 30 minutes now. It's 
only a matter of seconds until 
you'll be unconscious. But don't 
worry baby, we'll make it through 
this. Soon we'll be better than 
ever.
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Eugene drops to the floor.

CUT TO BLACK.

INT. TINY ROOM- NIGHT.

Eugene wakes up on a blanket. He sits up and rubs his head. 
Eugene's eyes become wide when he realizes that he's in the 
tiny room. He tries to stand up but he stumbles. He looks 
down and notices that he is being restrained by handcuffs. 
Eugene crawls over to the door and bangs on it. He starts 
punching the door as hard as he can.

EUGENE
Help me!!! Let me out of here!!!

INT. BEDROOM- NIGHT.

Kendall sits just outside of the tiny room. She reaches her 
hand out and places her palm on the door to the tiny room. 

KENDALL
(V.O.)

Nobody ever said love was easy. 
Love never comes without sacrifice. 
It takes patience, commitment, but 
yes, most importantly, it takes 
sacrifice. Sometimes love is 
beautiful and inspiring.
Other times, it's hideous and 
frightening.

INT. EUGENE'S HOUSE, LIVING ROOM- NIGHT.

Kendall stands in front of the fireplace and drinks wine. 

KENDALL
(V.O.)

Love is life, love is war, love 
is.... love is toxic--

INT. TINY ROOM- NIGHT.

Eugene sits back against the wall. He listens to the sound of 
footsteps. The door suddenly opens and Eugene stands up. 
There, in the doorway, stands Kendall with a wide smile while 
she holds a bouquet of vibrant, pink flowers. We zoom in on 
the flowers until a lone, pink flower is the only object 
filling the screen....... "The End"


